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We have shown in [2] that the full collineation group of any projective 
plane of order 12 is a (2, 3) group. It is of interest to determine the structure 
of this (2,3} group. As a first step in that direction, we have shown in [3] 
that a non-Abelian group of order 6 cannot act as a collineation group on 
any projective plane of order 12. As a second step, we have shown in [4] 
that there is no projective plane of order 12 which possesses a collineation 
group of order 4 consisting of elations with a fixed point as a center and a 
fixed line as its axis. 
As a third and essential step, we prove the following result: 
THEOREM A. Let P be any (if any!) projective plane of order 12 and let 
G be a collineation group of P. Then, G does not contain a four group and so 
a Sylow 2 subgroup of G is either cyclic or a generalized quaternion group. 
Proof. Let P be a projective plane of order 12 which possesses a four 
group V = (5, , r2) as a collineation group, where r1 and t, are involutions. 
By the result in [4] and duality, we may assume that the three involutions r, , 
r,, and t, rz have the fixed axis 
but three different centers 0,) O,, and O,, respectively, where 
001, oc)z,..., co,, are 10 other points on the line o. 
Our four group V acts fixed-point free on all 144 points of P outside of the 
axis o. Hence, there are exactly 36 nontrivial V orbits of points which we 
denote with “orbit numbers” 
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lo, l,r...r 15, 
20, 2, ,..., 25, 
$3 6, , . . . ,  6, G  
If i is any orbit number, then the four points in the orbit i we denote with i,, 
where “the index” x is 0, 1,2,3 and V acts transitively on those four points 
i,, i, , i,, i, . 
In what follows we shall indicate the points outside of o only by their orbit 
numbers omitting the indices. Also from each nontrivial V orbit of lines we 
only write one representative line. In this way we see that there are exactly 6 
“lines” through each of the three points 0,) O,, 0, (not counting the line o) 
and there are exactly 3 “lines” through each of the 10 points 
001, mq,..., co,, (not counting the trivial V orbit 0). 
For our “lines” through 0, and 0, we may set 
1, = {lo, 10, I,, l,, 12, 12, 1,,1,, 14, 1.4, 15% 1,,0, 
I,={~,,~,,~,,~,,~,,~,,~~,~~,~4,~4r~5,~5,0, I 
l,= (30,30,31,31,32,32,3~,3,,3,,3,,3,,3,,01 
I,= {4,,4,,4,,4,,4,,4,,4,,4~,4~,4,,4,,4,,0, I 
15= {50,50,51,51,52,52,5~,53.5,,5,,5,,5,,01 
1,=(60,60,6,,6,,6,,62,6~,6~,64,64,6~,6~rO1 
l,= 110, ~,,2,,2,,3,,3,,4,,4,,5,,5,,~,,~,,0, I 
I,= (11, 1,,2,,2,,3,,3,,4,,4,,5,,5,,6,,6,,02 
l,= (12, 12,22, z2, 3,, 3,, 4,, 4,,52,5,, 6236270, 
l,,= (13, 1,,2,,2,,3,,3,,4,.4,,5,,5,,6,,6,,0, 
1,,={1,,1,,2,,2,,3,,3,,4,,4,,5,,5,,6,,6,,0, 
1,2= (15, 1,,2,,2,,35,35,45,45,55r55,65,65r0*), 
where the “game product” (see, e.g., [2]) between any “line” through 0, with 
any “line” through 0, is 4. Let 1 and k be any two lines and let b, , b, ,..., b,, 
be our 36 orbit numbers. Let ti 2 0 be the multiplicity with which bi occurs 
in 1 and let ui > 0 be the multiplicity with which bi occurs in k. Then the 
“game product” (1, k) between the lines 1 and k is 
(1, k) = 5 tiui. 
i= 1 
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For the 6 lines through 0, we may set 
where i = 1, 2,..., 6 and 
is a Latin square of order 6 with entries cij being 0, 1,2, 3,4, 5. Here we 
have used the fact that (ki, lj) = 4 for i = I, 2 ,..., 6 and j = I,2 ,..., 12. 
We see also that any permutation of our “orbit” indices 0, 1,2, 3,4, 5 
does not change the list of our 12 lines I,, 1, ,..., I,, . Also any permutation of 
1,2,3,4,5,6 does not change the list of our 12 lines. It follows that in our 
Latin square C we are allowed to permute rows and columns and to rename 
its elements. Hence, C is determined up to isotopy. We see from [ 1 j that 
there are exactly 22 isotopy classes of Latin squares of order 6 and they are 
all listed there (pp. 130-137). For example one of them is (cyclic) 
012345 
123450 
c*= 234501 
345012 
450123 
501234 
in which case our 6 lines through 0, are 
k,={l,, 1,,2,,2,,32,32,43,43,54,54,65r65,03) 
k,=(1,,1,,2,,2,,3,,3,,4,,4,,5,,5,,6,,6,,0,] 
k,={12,12,23,23,34,34,45,45,50,50,6,,61,03} 
k,= (I,, 13r24r24,35,3~,40,40,5,,5,,62r62,03) 
k,=(1,,1,,2,,2,,3,,3,,4,,4,,5,,5,,6,,6,,0,} 
k6={1*,15,20,20,3,,31,42,42,53,53,64,64,03). 
We turn now to the construction of lines through the points 
UJ 1 3 03, Y--*9 m ,o and we know that through each of these points exactly three 
of our “lines” pass. In fact, we notice that we have exactly 2 lines through 
l,, 1, for each b E { 1,2,3,4,5) and the game product between any 2 of 
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those 10 lines m, must be equal to 4. Therefore, those 10 lines m, pass 
through all different points co i , co z ,..., co ,O. 
We give the computer the following information. The computer should 
construct all possibilities for 
(where we have omitted the point co,.), with c, , c2, d, , d,, e, , e,, f, , fi, g, , 
g, being elements from (0, 1,2,3,4,5) and c, < c2, d, < d,, e, < e,, f, < fi, 
g1 < g2 and bE (1,2,3,4,5} so that (mi, r,)= (m,,k,)=4 for all 
r = 1, 2,..., 12 and all s = 1, 2 ,..., 6. 
In this way we get for each value of b a group of “solutions” G, for m,. 
Afterwards, the computer searches for our 10 lines m,, m2,..., m,, taking 
from each group G, , G, ,..., G, exactly 2 lines. 
For example in the most difficult case of our Latin square C* the line 
m,= {I,, 1,,2,,2,,34,35.40,4,,52,5jr64.62, co,} 
lies in the group G, and all groups G, contain exactly 513 solutions. 
But we never get those 10 lines in the case of Latin square C* or in the 
case of other 21 Latin squares. The proof of our theorem is complete. 
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